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Technology Report for 4/4/18 Technology Committee Meeting 

HTTPS 

For eCommerce and LINKcat. Because of some changes by vendors, SCLS tech staff were required to re-

issue the security certificates for both the ecommerce server (fees.linkcat.info) and the LINKcat catalog 

(linkcat.info).  After re-issuing the linkcat.info certificate, patrons reported issues accessing the catalog 

from certain devices and browsers. The issues were eventually traced back to some configuration 

problems on LibLime’s side which are now corrected. 

For other SCLS sites. Google has announced that in July 2018, the Google Chrome browser will begin to 

warn users whenever they visit a non-https webpage  (right now users are only warned on non-https 

pages that prompt them to login). With this upcoming change, there is an even bigger push to convert 

http websites to https.  SCLS staff will be working on making these changes for SCLS-hosted and SCLS-

provided websites in upcoming months. 

The Future of MyPC 

SCLS hasn’t made many changes since going live with MyPC, applying only a few quiet, behind-the-

scenes upgrades to address bugs.  In 2018, MyPC will be undergoing some bigger changes, outlined 

below.  We will share details and timelines with the scls-timeandprint email list as we have them.  Please 

invite folks at your library to sign up for the scls-timeandprint list to stay in the loop. 

New staff admin site for Guest Passes 

TBS, our vendor for MyPC, has developed a staff admin portal to take the place of the Guest Pass 

application. Our first change in 2018 will be to install, configure, and document this new portal and then 

transition libraries from the standalone Guest Pass application to the staff portal.  We must move to the 

new portal because the old Guest Pass application is not compatible with future versions of MyPC. 

MyPC server upgrade 

Once we're settled in to the staff admin portal, the next step will be to upgrade MyPC on our servers.  

This will result in some feature enhancements and bug fixes which we hope will address some of the 

issues mentioned in the survey feedback. 

MyPC client upgrade 

Once the servers are upgraded, the last step will be to upgrade the MyPC client application on library 

PCs. 

Virtual Reality Kits  

SCLS has purchased 2 new virtual reality kits for SCLS librarians to check out for patron programs.  They 

include a PlayStation 4 gaming console and the necessary VR equipment and games.  They started 
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circulating beginning of March and have been booked out until the middle of August.  So far the 

librarians are really excited for these kits and the possibilities for new programs. 

Authentication redesign 

SCLS will be undertaking a redesign of the current system for authenticating library-subscribed Online 

Resources (Consumer Reports, Ancestry, etc). SCLS staff have met and developed draft criteria for the 

new system. 

Retiring old scripts 

SCLS will be retiring some very old versions of the LINKcat launcher script.  In preparation for this, staff 

have updated old links on SCLS-hosted library Drupal websites, and contacted other sites with old links 

to request they update their links.  More information will be shared about this later in April. 

SWLS Inventory  

The inventory of all SWLS libraries is complete.  The team has begun work on creating the final report 

which will be delivered to SWLS.   

 

 


